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Context 
•  Many safety critical and real-time systems 

are concurrent, e.g., control systems 
•  Energy sector: fire and gas monitoring, 

dynamic positioning 
•  For such systems, various performance 

indicators are critical to safety and 
certifications 

•  Performance must be verified in the 
context of concurrency and multicore 
platforms 

•  Multicore increasingly present in many 
industry sectors 



Objective 
•  Model-based performance analysis 

of real-time, concurrent systems: 
practical solutions based on 
standards and search/optimization 

•  Scalability, practicality 
•  Overview of work over the last 10 

years 
•  Open issues 



Safety-Critical embedded systems in the 
Maritime and Energy domain 

Highly 
configurable 

Integrated with the 
physical domain 

Concurrent 
and Real-Time 

Distributed and 
Networked 

Multicore architecture 

gbiportal.net 

Tight Requirements 
for safety and timing 



Example: fire/gas detection and 
emergency shutdown 

Multicore Archt.  

Control Modules 
(Application Logic) 

Real Time Operating System 
(VxWorks) 

Drivers 
(Software-Hardware Interface) 

External Hardware 
(Sensors) 

Human Operators 
(Engineers) 



Performance Requirements 
most difficult to verify 

They constrain the entire system’s 
behavior and thus can’t be checked locally 

They depend on the environment the 
software interacts with (hw devices) 

They depend on the computing 
platform on which the software runs 

capitalpaintinginc.com 

libelium.com 

pclaunches.com 



Various Performance 
Requirements 

“The response time of the system 
should not be more than 1s at any time” 

“The processor spare-time should 
not be less than 80% at any time” 

“Each critical task should 
terminate before its deadline” 



Safety standards 

To achieve SIL levels 3-4, Stress 
Testing is “Highly Recommended” 

IEC 61508 is a Safety Standard including 
guidelines for Performance Testing 

iec.ch 



Example: Checking deadlines is 
complex 

Tasks can trigger other tasks, and can share 
computational resources with other tasks: 
Many dependencies 

Each task has a deadline w.r.t. 
its arrival time and its completion 
time depends on many factors 

Some task properties depend on the 
environment (max. interarrival times), 
others are design choices (priorities) 



Sequences of arrival times and 
deadline misses 



A sequence of arrival times identified by our approach as 
likely to lead to a deadline miss defines a Stress Test Case 

Arrival times can be tuned 
during software testing 

Arrival times for tasks in a RTES 
depend on the environment 

Searching for sequences of 
arrival times 

Real Time Embedded System Real Time Embedded System 



Search / Optimization 

Modeling 

General Approach: Modeling and 
Optimization 

Conceptual Model 
(Guidelines) 

System 
Design & Platform 

Design Model 
(Time and Concurrency) 

Genetic algorithms, 
Constraint 

optimization … 

Objective 
Functions 

Optimal 
Solutions 

System 
Design & Platform 

Performance 
Requirements 

IN 

OUT 

Stress Test Cases 



Conceptual model: Timing and 
concurrency information for 

performance analysis 

We specifically focused on checking  CPU Usage and Deadline Misses 



Constraint 
Programming 

Modeling 

Case Study: UML/MARTE and 
Constraint Programming 

System 
Design & Platform Constraint Program 

(Predefined Templates + 
Design specific information) 

Solutions 
(Worst case scenarios) 

Performance 
Requirements 

System 
Design & Platform 

Design Model 
(Time and Concurrency) 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Stress 
Test Cases 

CP Engine 
(IBM ILOG CP/CPLEX Optimizer) 

Tool 
(CP generation from input Models) 



UML/MARTE 
MARTE is the UML standard for 
Modeling and Analysis of RTES 

We provide a methodology using a subset of 
MARTE for analyzing Performance Requirements 

MARTE is supported by the main 
modeling tools (e.g.: RSA, EA…) 



Mapping from Conceptual Model 
to MARTE Profile 

MARTE is the UML standard for modeling and 
analysis of real-time embedded systems 



UML Sequence Diagrams augmented 
with proper timing information 

IOTask Push Data MailBox 

Some abstractions are design 
choices: delays, priorities… 

Pull Data 

scan 

Some others depend on the 
environment: arrival times… 

Thread 

Buffer 

Activity 

delay 

duration 

deadline 



MARTE Stereotypes and 
Attributes 



Constraint 
Programming 

Modeling 

Constraint Programming: From 
Models to Constraints 

System 
Design & Platform 

Constraint Program 
(Predefined Templates + 

Design specific information) 

Solutions 
(Worst case scenarios) 

Performance 
Requirements 

System 
Design & Platform 

Design Model 
(Time and Concurrency) 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Stress 
Test Cases 

CP Engine 
(COMET, IBM ILOG CP/CPLEX 

Optimizer) 

Tool 
(CP generation from input Models) 



There is no need for the users to act 
manually on the Constraint Program 

Real time information is extracted 
from the models and instantiated in 
the CP 

Users can tune the CP by tailoring 
the template to a specific 
problem 

Users don’t need to see 
Constraints 

CP Engine 
(Solves the Constraint Program) 

Tool 
(Generates the Constraint Program) 

Constraint Program 
(Domain specific instance in 

OPL Language) 



COMET input lamguage 

Design properties include: 
threads, priorities, activities, 
durations… 

Preemptions at regular time 
periods (quanta)  

Assume negligible context 
switching time compared to time 
quantum 

Platform and design properties 
are constants in our Constraint 
Program 

Platform and Design Properties modeled 
in UML are provided as input in our 

Constraint Program 
// 1) Input: Time and Concurrency information 
int c = ...; // #Cores 
int n = ...; range J = 0..n-1; // #Threads 
int priority[J] = ...; // Priorities 
// ... 

// 2) Output: Scheduling variables 
dvar int arrival_time[a in A] in T; 

 // Actual arrival times 
dvar int start[a in A] in est[a]..lst[a]; 

 // Actual start times 
dvar int end[a in A] in eet[a]..let[a]; 

 // Actual end times 
// ... 

// 3) Objective function: Performance Requirement 
maximize 

 sum(a in A)(maxl(0, minl(1, 
deadline_miss[a]))); // Deadline misses function 

// 4) Constraints: Scheduling policy 
subject to { 

 forall(a in A) { 
  wf4: start[a] <= end[a]; // 

Threads     should end 
after their start time 

  // ... 



Threads Properties which can be tuned 
during testing are the output of our 

Constraint Program 

Tunable Parameters may include 
design and real time properties 

Tunable Parameters are 
variables in our Constraint 
Program 

Some tunable parameters are 
the basis for the definition to 
stress test cases, others are 
results from scheduling 

// 1) Input: Time and Concurrency information 
int c = ...; // #Cores 
int n = ...; range J = 0..n-1; // #Threads 
int priority[J] = ...; // Priorities 
// ... 

// 2) Output: Scheduling variables 
dvar int arrival_time[a in A] in T; 

 // Actual arrival times 
dvar int start[a in A] in est[a]..lst[a]; 

 // Actual start times 
dvar int end[a in A] in eet[a]..let[a]; 

 // Actual end times 
// ... 

// 3) Objective function: Performance Requirement 
maximize 

 sum(a in A)(maxl(0, minl(1, 
deadline_miss[a]))); // Deadline misses function 

// 4) Constraints: Scheduling policy 
subject to { 

 forall(a in A) { 
  wf4: start[a] <= end[a]; // 

Threads     should end 
after their start time 

  // ... 



The Performance Requirement is 
modeled as an objective function to 

maximize 

We focused on objective functions 
for Deadline Misses and CPU 
Usage 

Each objective function models a 
specific performance requirement 

Testing a different performance 
requirements only requires to 
change the objective function 
(constraints) 

// 1) Input: Time and Concurrency information 
int c = ...; // #Cores 
int n = ...; range J = 0..n-1; // #Threads 
int priority[J] = ...; // Priorities 
// ... 

// 2) Output: Scheduling variables 
dvar int arrival_time[a in A] in T; 

 // Actual arrival times 
dvar int start[a in A] in est[a]..lst[a]; 

 // Actual start times 
dvar int end[a in A] in eet[a]..let[a]; 

 // Actual end times 
// ... 

// 3) Objective function: Performance Requirement 
maximize 

 sum(a in A)(maxl(0, minl(1, 
deadline_miss[a]))); // Deadline misses function 

// 4) Constraints: Scheduling policy 
subject to { 

 forall(a in A) { 
  wf4: start[a] <= end[a]; // 

Threads     should end 
after their start time 

  // ... 



Constraints express relationships 
between constants and variables 

Constraints are independent and can 
be modified to fit different 
platforms, for example scheduling 
algorithm 

The Platform scheduler and properties 
are modeled through a set of constraints 

// 1) Input: Time and Concurrency information 
int c = ...; // #Cores 
int n = ...; range J = 0..n-1; // #Threads 
int priority[J] = ...; // Priorities 
// ... 

// 2) Output: Scheduling variables 
dvar int arrival_time[a in A] in T; 

 // Actual arrival times 
dvar int start[a in A] in est[a]..lst[a]; 

 // Actual start times 
dvar int end[a in A] in eet[a]..let[a]; 

 // Actual end times 
// ... 

// 3) Objective function: Performance Requirement 
maximize 

 sum(a in A)(maxl(0, minl(1, 
deadline_miss[a]))); // Deadline misses function 

// 4) Constraints: Scheduling policy 
subject to { 

 forall(a in A) { 
  wf4: start[a] <= end[a]; // 

Threads should end after their start time 
  // ... 



Constraint 
Programming 

Modeling 

Constraint Programming yields a schedule 
optimizing the objective function 

System 
Design & Platform 

Constraint Program 
(Predefined Templates + 

Design specific information) 

Solutions 
(Worst case scenarios) 

Performance 
Requirements 

System 
Design & Platform 

Design Model 
(Time and Concurrency) 

INPUT 

OUTPUT 

Stress 
Test Cases 

CP Engine 
(IBM ILOG CP/CPLEX Optimizer) 

Tool 
(CP generation from input Models) 



A set of values for tunable parameters identified by our 
approach as likely to lead to a worst case scenario defines a 
Stress Test Case 

They can be generally tuned during 
software testing (e.g., simulator) 

Some properties in a RTES depend on the 
environment, others are design choices 

Values of tunable parameters 
leading to worst case scenarios 

Environment 
Dependent 

Design 
Choices 

Real World 

RTES 

Tunable 
Parameters 

Simulator 

RTES 



We run an experiment with real data 
and two different objective functions 

But optimal solutions were found shortly after the search 
started, even if the search took a much more time to 
terminate 

It took a significant amount of 
time for the search to 
terminate 

Case Study (Fire and 
Monitoring, drivers) 
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Case Study: Modeling Activities 
and Effort 

The input data could be provided with 
reasonable effort (25 hours) 

Design Model 
(Time and Concurrency) 

IN 

Real time information was extracted from 
design documents and profiling logs 

UML Diagrams were built 
starting from existing 
implementation 

 void addUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            // Modifying the lock from some other 
thread 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            _oldLockOIDs.push_back( oid ); 
        } 

        bool willUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            return find( _oldLockOIDs.begin(), 
_oldLockOIDs.end(), oid ) != _oldLockOIDs.end
(); 
        } 

 void addUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            // Modifying the lock from some other 
thread 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            _oldLockOIDs.push_back( oid ); 
        } 

        bool willUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            return find( _oldLockOIDs.begin(), 
_oldLockOIDs.end(), oid ) != _oldLockOIDs.end
(); 
        } 

 void addUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            // Modifying the lock from some other 
thread 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            _oldLockOIDs.push_back( oid ); 
        } 

        bool willUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            return find( _oldLockOIDs.begin(), 
_oldLockOIDs.end(), oid ) != _oldLockOIDs.end
(); 
        } 



Using Outputs for Verification 
and Testing 

The output data could be used both for early design 
analysis, and to derive stress test cases during testing 

We computed values for delay times 
between threads which maximized CPU 
Usage 

Optimal 
Solutions 

OUT 

Delay times could be tuned by 
setting them in config. files 

 void addUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            // Modifying the lock from some other 
thread 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            _oldLockOIDs.push_back( oid ); 
        } 

        bool willUnlockOID( const OID& oid ) { 
            scoped_lock lk( _mutex ); 
            return find( _oldLockOIDs.begin(), 
_oldLockOIDs.end(), oid ) != _oldLockOIDs.end
(); 
        } 



Conclusions 

•  An approach for derivation of stress 
test cases for concurrent embedded 
applications 

–  A conceptual model for time abstractions 
–  A constraint optimization formulation of 

the problem 
–  Application of the approach to a real case 

study 

•  Future Work: 
–  Search strategies 

•  Meta-heuristic search vs. complete search 
•  Hybrid approaches 

–  Estimating execution times 
–  Investigating ways where time can be 

better integrated in programming for 
safety-critical systems 

Stefano Di Alesio - 31/21 



Genetic Algorithms for 
Schedulability Analysis 

(Selected example) 

EB"



Alternative Techniques 
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Schedulability Theory 

•  Real-time scheduling theory 
–  Given priorities, execution time, periods (periodic task), minimum inter-

arrival times (aperiodic task), … 
–  Is a group of (a)periodic tasks schedulable? 
–  Theory to determine schedulability 

•  Independent periodic tasks: Rate Monotonic Algorithm (RMA) 
•  Aperiodic or dependent tasks: Generalized Completion Time 

Theorem (GCTT). 
•  GCTT assumes 

–  aperiodic tasks equivalent to periodic tasks 
•  periods = minimum inter-arrival times 
•  aperiodic tasks start at time zero 
•  Execution times are estimates 

minimum  
interarrival time: 8 



A GA-based Solution 
•  Goal: Solution making no assumptions and finding 

near deadline misses as well 
•  To automate, based on the system task architecture 

(UML SPT, MARTE), the derivation of arrival times 
for task triggering events that maximize the 
chances of critical deadline misses. 
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Model as Input 

EY"

SPT/MARTE 
Model 

GA 

Scheduler 

• Chromosome 
• Fitness evaluation 

Task priorities 
… 

Estimated execution time, 
Minimum  inter-arrival 
time, 
… 

Arrival/
seeding times 

Start times, 
Pre-emption 



Chromosome 
•  Representation: A gene can be depicted as a pair 

of integer values (Ai, ai j), representing an 
aperiodic task number and  seeding time with –1 
designating a non-existing seeding time. 

•  In order to facilitate chromosome manipulations, 
all genes corresponding to the same task are 
ordered in increasing order of seeding times. 

•  Length:  
    

–  where n is the number of aperiodic tasks, T the testing 
time interval and mini the minimum interarrival time of 
the aperiodic task. 



Constraints 
•  A number of constraints confine the 

search space of our optimization: 
– Constraint 1: Two consecutive seeding 

times, ai,j and ai,j+1, of an aperiodic task 
Ai must have a difference of at least mini. 

– Constraint 2: Two consecutive seeding 
times, ai,j and ai,j+1, of an aperiodic task 
Ai must have at most a difference of maxi, 
if it exists. 

•  Must be addressed by mutation and 
crossover operators  



Example Chromosome 
•  Two aperiodic tasks:  

– t1 (mint1 = 10, Ct1 = 3, pt1 =32)  
– t2 (mint2 = 11, Ct2 =5, pt2 =31) 

•  In a time interval of 30, the 
following is a valid chromosome:  

•  (t1, -1) (t1, 19) (t1, 29) (t2, -1) (t2, 
-1) (t2, 10)  

•  The chromosome meets all 
constraints. 



Operators 
•  Crossover, mutation operators 
•  Must efficiently and exhaustively explore 

the search/solution space 
•  Many simulation studies can help 

recommend strategies 
•  Backtracking has drawbacks: We want to 

minimize its use 
•  Principle: Genetic operators must be 

designed in such a way that, if a constraint 
is not violated by the parents, it will not be 
violated by the children resulting from 
operators 



Crossover 
•  The objective of crossover operators is to 

pass on desirable traits or genes from 
generation to generation 

•  Sexual crossover: create new children by 
mixing parents fragments 

•  n-point crossover where n+1 is the number of 
tasks 

•  First point of division is kt1, then kt1+kt2, etc. 
•  All task executions are left intact 
•  Element of randomness: Alternate the genes 

of parents with a 50% probability 

T8"



Example 
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Objective Function 
•  Goal: Cause the greatest delays in 

the executions of the target task 
•  Properties:  

– Handle deadline misses 
– Consider all task executions, not just 

worst case execution 
– Reward task executions so that many 

good executions do not wind up 
overshadowing one bad execution 



Objective Function II 
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Deadline 
misses 
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Near misses 
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Case Study 
•  Software Engineering Institute (SEI), 

Naval Weapons Center and IBM’s 
Federal Sector Division 

•  Hard real-time, realistic avionics 
application model similar to existing 
U.S. Navy and Marine aircrafts 

•  Eight highest priority tasks deemed 
schedulable 

•  Our findings suggest three of eight 
tasks produce systematic deadline 
misses 
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Part II - Conclusions 
•  We devised a method to generate event 

seeding times for aperiodic tasks so as 
detecting deadline misses based on design 
information 

•  Near deadline misses as well! (stress testing) 
•  Standard modeling notation (UML/SPT/

MARTE) 
•  No dedicated, additional modeling 
•  Scalability: GA runs lasted a few minutes 
•  Tuning of GA parameters: Requires large scale 

empirical studies 



Genetic Algorithms to 
Supporting Concurrency 

Analysis: Deadlocks, Data races 
… 

(Selected example) 

C@"



Data Races 
•  Fall under umbrella of race conditions 
•  Result from unsynchronized access of 

threads to same memory location as either 
reader or writer threads 

•  Protected access (e.g., monitors) not always 
possible and systematic (e.g., performance) 

•  Three conditions must be met: 
–  At least two threads access same memory 

location concurrently 
–  At least one thread is writer thread 
–  Thread access to memory location is 

unsynchronized  



Goals 
•  Aims at detecting design time data 

races 
•  MDA context: rely on UML and 

profile (MARTE) for concurrent 
systems 

•  Reuse design models directly - no 
extra modeling (e.g., temporal logic)  



Inputs Needed From MARTE 

•  Threads 
– Type: reader or writer 
– Possible access times of shared 

resource 
– Execution time within resource 

•  Shared resources 



Inputs From MARTE 

Concept! MARTE Stereotype/Attribute!
Thread! <<SwConcurrentResource>>!
Unprotected resource! <<SharedDataComResource>>!
Reader! <<RtService>>/concPolicy = reader!
Writer! <<RtService>>/concPolicy = writer!
Thread exec. time in res.! <<gaStep>>/execTime!
Thread access time of res.! <<gaStep>>/interOccTime|!

<<gaStep>>/execTime!
Time constraints! <<TimedConstraint>>!



Sample Sequence Diagram 



Data Race Detection 
•  Focus on one shared resource at a time 

during a specified time interval 
•  Search space : search set of possible 

sequences of messages received by shared 
resources  

•  Use Genetic Algorithm (GA) 
•  GA searches for sequences with data race 

–  If found, reports data race 
–  If not found (after 1000 generations), 

reports closest sequence to data race 



Chromosome 
•  Sequence of access times of threads 

to shared resource 
•  Representation:  

– String of genes - fixed size 
– Gene = Tuple: (Thread, Access time) 

•  Example:  
– T1, T2, T3 access R1 within time ranges 

[3 5], [1 5], [1 7] 
–   (T1, 4) (T2, 2) (T3, 3) 



Constraints on Chromosome 
•  Genes within chromosome ordered by  increasing thread 

identifiers, then increasing access times.  
•  Lock access times must fall within specified time interval 

or are set to -1.  
•  Ex: time interval = [0 30],  

access times: T1 = [4  10], T2 = [15  35], T3 = [27  40] 
–  (T1, 4) (T2, 20) (T3, -1)  

•  Consecutive genes for same thread identifier must have 
access time differences equal to at least minimum and at 
most maximum access time range 

•  Ex: T1 = [4  10] repeats min = 10 , max = 20 
•  (T1, 4) (T1, 24)(T2, 20) (T3, -1)  

(T1, 4) (T1, 12)(T2, 20) (T3, -1) 
•  Mechanisms to comply with these requirements at all times 

during search 



Fitness Function 
•  Minimize difference of resource access times between 

writer threads and any other thread (0 = data race) 
•  Based on scheduling thread executions according to 

chromosome specified access times 
•  While scheduling, compute: 

•  startTime, endTime: starting and ending times of time 
interval  

•  Wi: time unit i during which writer accesses resource 
•  N(Wi): time unit i of nearest executing thread to Wi 

within resource 
•  #Wi: total number of writers that access resource during 

time unit i.  
•  Minimizing – the lower the value, the fitter the 

chromosome 



Fitness Function Example 
•  Time interval =[0 350], T1 writer, T2 reader 
•  For resource R1: 

•   At time units 321, 322, and 323: #Wi = 0, value1 = 350 
•   At time unit 324: #Wi = 1, Wi = 324, N(Wi)= 327, 

absolute difference = 3, value2= 3  
•  At 325, 326, and 327: #Wi =  0, value3 = 350  

•  f(c) = min (value1, value2, value3) = 3 



Mutation Operator 
•  Introduce new genetic information 

•  Aids GA in avoiding getting caught in local optima 

•  Mutation probability for each gene 

•  Access time is altered 

•  When gene is selected for mutation, new access time randomly
 chosen from range of possible values 

•  Example: Access time range for T1: [3 5], T2: [1 5], T3: [1 7] 

T1, 4 T2,2 
=):;3;%;3*"

F,6$6*+"=):;3;%;3*"

T3, 3 

T1, 4 T2,5 T3, 3 



Therac Case Study 
•  Based on Therac-25 radiation machine 

responsible for overdosing 6 patients 
•  2 shared resources – MEOS and DECF. 

Used with two different search spaces 
A$:/&0"$- G-.#0$(%:- !$(0"#-!@("$- E-A$:&'745-

*4-H(+(-A("$-
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Case Study Design 
•  Use 3 different techniques to detect data 

races: 
–  GA – our approach 

•  Heuristic – variability 
•  Run 50 times to account for variability  

–  Random Generation 
•  Randomly choose point in search space 
•  Generate same number of sequences as other 

techniques 
–  Hill Climbing 

•  Random initial point. Examine all neighbours and 
replace with best one 

•  Generate same number of sequences as other 
techniques 



Results 
MEOS! DECF! MEOS2! DECF2!

Search Space Size! 9.8 * 1012! 1.7 * 109! 4.7 * 109! 1.0 * 107!

% of Data Race Sequences! 0.004! 0.02! 9.5 * 10-5! 9.5 * 10-4!

Random! #Detections/#Runs! 3/50! 10/50! 0/50! 2/50!
Total Runtime (min:sec:ms)! 01:07::281! 00:44:324! 04:29:819! 01:52:818!

Detection rate! 6%! 20%! 0%! 4%!
GA! #Detections/#Runs! 17/50! 49/50! 4/50! 43/50!

Total Runtime (min:sec:ms)! 01:34:255! 01:01:80! 05:40:749! 02:46:760!

Detection rate! 34%! 98%! 8%! 86%!
Hill Climbing! # Detections /#Runs! 2/50! 50/50! 1/50! 50/50!

Total Runtime (min:sec:ms)! 00:53:980! 0:12:862! 04:38:062! 00:14:087!

Detection rate! 4%! 100%! 2%! 100%!

Empirical proof of search space complexity Proportional to percentages of sequences 
leading to data race  

GA as better than or at the least as good as other two techniques in different search  
space sizes and complexities 



Part III - Conclusions 
•  Other concurrency issues have been 

addressed in a similar way: 
starvation, deadlocks, etc. 

•  Practical solution for detecting 
concurrency problems from UML/
MARTE designs 

•  Alternative to model checking 



Talk - Conclusions I 
•  In devising Model-based approaches for 

performance analysis of concurrent, real-
time systems we must choose:  
–  Modeling strategy: effort, feasibility 
–  Search or optimization technique (including 

internal model representation and heuristics 
for scalability) 

–  A large program of empirical studies is 
needed to get reliable insights on what works 
best 

–  Multidisciplinary research: modeling, 
optimization, constraint programming, testing,  
empirical studies … 



Talk - Conclusions II 
•  Model-based approaches relying on 

search and optimization have shown to 
be versatile and effective 
– Can be applied to many performance 

requirements 
– Do not rely on strong assumptions 
– Relies on modeling standards 
– Require limited change to the search or 

optimization from one performance 
requirement to another 
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Genetic Algorithms 
•  Directed search algorithms based on the 

mechanics of biological evolution 
•  Developed by John Holland, University of 

Michigan (1970’s) 
–  To understand the adaptive processes of natural 

systems 
–  To design artificial systems software that retains the 

robustness of natural systems 
•  Provide efficient, effective techniques for 

optimization and machine learning applications 
•  Widely-used today in business, scientific and 

engineering circles 
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GA Model of Reproduction 
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reproduction 

population evaluation 

modification 

discard 

deleted  
members 

parents 

children 

modified 
children 

evaluated children 



GA Components 

Chromosomes? 

Fitness function? 

Guided, random 
search: 
• Selection 
criterion 
• operator and 
rate? 

Solution 
representation 
(Chromosome) 

Define fitness 
function 

Preparation 

Create Initial 
Population 

Evaluate 
Fitness 

Select Parents 

Reproduce 

Mutate 

Test 
Convergence 

Stop 

Execution 

• Should 
accommodate all 
possible solutions 
• Should facilitate 
chromosome changes 
• Should guide search 
effectively Termination criterion? 



Simple Genetic Algorithm 
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{ 

initialize population; 
evaluate population; 
while TerminationCriteriaNotSatisfied 
{ 

select parents for reproduction; 
perform recombination and mutation; 
evaluate population; 

} 
} 


